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Pen Drive Also Referred As Usb Flash Drive 
Is A Portable Device Which Allows User To 
Transfer Data (text, Images, Videos Etc) To 
And From Computer Quickly. Users Can 
Easily Read And Write The Data On The Pen 
Drive By Plugging It Into The USB Port On 
The Computer.

Flash Drive Capacity
4 Gb     8 Gb     16 Gb     32 Gb     
64 Gb     128 Gb & More

Different Types Of Usb Flash Drive

PEN DRIVE

Security Flash Drive Credit Card Hard Drive Keychain Usb Flash Drive

Wristband Flash Drive Branded Usb Flash Drive With logo Usb Devices
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Different Types of Bluetooth Speaker

Bluetooth is simply a wireless technology that 
lets two devices talk to each other. in the case of 
bluetooth speakers, your smart phone, tablet, 
or other device transmits to the bluetooth 
speaker which uses its built-in amplifier and 
speakers for playback. ... well, anything that you 
can listen to on your smart phone

BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Waterproof Portable Speakers Wireless

Promotional Mini Brand
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Different Types of Power Bank

     Digital      Wireless Water proof

Mini BrandDairy 

power banks are comprised of a special battery 
in a special case with a special circuit to control 
power flow. They allow you to store electrical 
energy (deposit it in the bank) and then later use 
it to charge up a mobile device (withdraw it from 
the bank).

POWER BANK
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     Car Holder      Game Holder Flexible Holder

Body Holder Wall HolderPop Up 

Different Types of Mobile Holder

Mobile holder are comprised of a special battery 
in a special case with a special circuit to control 
power flow. they allow you to store electrical 
energy (deposit it in the bank) and then later use 
it to charge up a mobile device (withdraw it from 
the bank).

MOBILE HOLDER
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Different Types of Headphone

Headphones (or head-phones in the early days 
of telephony and radio) are a pair of small 
loudspeaker drivers worn on or around the head 
over a user's ears. They are electroacoustic 
transducers, which convert an electrical signal 
to a corresponding sound.

HEADPHONE

     Long Wire              Mini Water Proof 

Bluetooth BrandDifferent Colour   
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Earphone, small loudspeaker held or worn 
close to the listener's ear or within the outer ear. 
Common forms include the hand-held 
telephone receiver; the headphone, in which 
one or two earphones are held in place by a 
band worn over the head; and the plug 
earphone, which is inserted in the outer opening 
of the ear.

EARPHONE

Different Types of Earphone

     Sports        Stylish      flexible 

Neck Band Water ProofMini 
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Different Types of Portable Hard Drive

Earphone, small loudspeaker held or worn 
close to the listener's ear or within the outer ear. 
Common forms include the hand-held 
telephone receiver; the headphone, in which 
one or two earphones are held in place by a 
band worn over the head; and the plug 
earphone, which is inserted in the outer opening 
of the ear.

       Stylish       Slim     Hybrid 

  Pad CaseMini 

PORTABLE HARD DRIVE
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Different Types of Fitness Watch

       Colour Full   Digital Fitness Tracker

An activity tracker, also known as a fitness 
tracker, is a device or application for monitoring 
and tracking fitness-related metrics such as 
distance walked or run, calorie consumption, 
and in some cases heartbeat and quality of 
sleep. It is a type of wearable computer.

FITNESS WATCH

       Hand Band     Finger Print Water Proof
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Different Types of Wallet

WALLET

Earphone, small loudspeaker held or worn 
close to the listener's ear or within the outer ear. 
Common forms include the hand-held 
telephone receiver; the headphone, in which 
one or two earphones are held in place by a 
band worn over the head; and the plug 
earphone, which is inserted in the outer opening 
of the ear.

       Zip Wallet

      Multi Colour

    Mobile Holder 

  Passport Holder Water proof

Brown Leather
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Different Types of Water Bottles

A water bottle is a container that is used to hold 
water, liquids or other beverages for 
consumption. The use of a water bottle allows 
an individual to drink and transport a beverage 
from one place to another. A water bottle is 
usually made of plastic, glass, or metal.

       Glass

       Colour Full

Pocket Size

  Sports    Steel

School children

 

WATER BOTTLE
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USB devices may function as computer 
peripherals, but flash memory has some 
peripherals of its own with USB gadgets. These 
gadgets consist of everyday items ranging from 
functional and useful to zany and irreverent, 
each powered by a USB connection. Whether 
it’s a device, hub or adapter, we’ll show you a 
wide variety of these gadgets to demonstrate 
how they can maximize your overall USB 
experience.

Different Types of USB Gadgets

       Flash Drive

       Mini Fan

   USB Port 

  OTG    LED Light

Mini Fridge

 

USB GADGETS
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Different Types of Mouse

A computer mouse is a handheld hardware 
input device that controls a cursor in a GUI and 
can move and select text, icons, files, and 
folders. For desktop computers, the mouse is 
placed on a flat surface such as a mouse pad or 
a desk and is placed in front of your computer.

           MOUSE

       PS2

       Car Shape

Slim 

  Stylish    Wireless

USB
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Different Types of Keyboard

In computing, a computer keyboard is a 
typewriter-style device which uses an 
arrangement of buttons or keys to act as 
mechanical levers or electronic switches. ... A 
computer keyboard distinguishes each physical 
key from every other key and reports all key 
presses to the controlling software.

       PS2

       Water Proof

Rubber 

  Stylish    Wireless

Mini

           KEYBOARD
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Different Types of Bag

      Executive Bag  Duffel Bag    Brand

In the modern world, bags are ubiquitous, with 
many people routinely carrying a wide variety of 
them in the form of cloth or leather briefcases, 
handbags, and backpacks, and with bags made 
from more disposable materials such as paper 
or plastic being used for shopping, and to carry 
home groceries.

           BAG

       Laptop Bag Sports College Bag
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In the modern world, bags are ubiquitous, with 
many people routinely carrying a wide variety of 
them in the form of cloth or leather briefcases, 
handbags, and backpacks, and with bags made 
from more disposable materials such as paper 
or plastic being used for shopping, and to carry 
home groceries.

           BAG

       Gyme

      Camera Bag

Innovative 

 Hand Bag    Mountain Bag

Strolley Bag

Different Types of Bag
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Different Types of Watches For Men

A watch is a timepiece intended to be carried or 
worn by a person. It is designed to keep .... is the 
mechanism that measures the passage of time 
and displays the current time (and possibly 
other information including date, month and 
day)

           WATCHES FOR MEN & WOMEN

       Digital   Square    Brand

       Leather Sports Analog
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Different Types of Pocket Card Holder

The cardholder information security program 
(CISP) is a standard used by credit card 
companies in order to protect cardholder 
information during transactions and 
processing on the internet, over the phone or 
at the point of sale, and includes standards on 
how this sensitive data should be stored by 
merchants.

           POCKET CARD HOLDER

       Many Pocketr

       Case

Metal 

  Squar    Water Proof

Leather
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Different Types of Diaries

A personal diary may include a person's 
experiences, thoughts, and/or feelings, 
excluding comments on current events outside 
the writer's direct experience. ... The word 
"journal" may be sometimes used for "diary," but 
generally a diary has (or intends to have) daily 
entries, whereas journal-writing can be less 
frequent.

      Wiro

       Colourfull

Year Dairy 

  Pocket Diary Fancy

Elegant

 

           DIARIES
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Different Types of Diaries

A keychain, or keyring, is a small chain, usually 
made from metal or plastic, that connects a 
small item to a keyring. The length of a keychain 
allows an item to be used more easily than if 
connected directly to a keyring. Some 
keychains allow one or both ends the ability to 
rotate, keeping the keychain from becoming 
twisted, while the item is being used.

KEYCHAIN

Plastic

Metal/Brass 

Rubber

Logo Shape Wooden 

Leather
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Different Types of Pen

It can also be a computer accessory that is used 
to assist in navigating or providing more 
precision when using touchscreens. It usually 
refers to a narrow elongated staff, similar to a 
modern ballpoint pen. Pens exist which contain 
a ballpoint tip on one end and this sort of 
touchscreen stylus on the other.

           PEN

      BallPoint

Scratch Pen

Gel Pen

Magnetic Pen Camera Pen

Fountain
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Different Types of Photo Frame

A picture frame is a decorative edging for a 
picture, such as a painting or photograph, 
intended to enhance it, make it easier to display 
or protect it.

           PHOTO FRAME

       Metal PVC    Stylish

      Wooden AcrylicPaper Frame
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Different Types of Mug

A mug is a type of cup typically used for drinking 
hot beverages, such as coffee, hot chocolate, 
soup, or tea. Mugs usually have handles and 
hold a larger amount of fluid than other types of 
cup.

Two Tone

Magic Mug

Three Tone

Steel Mug Trasprint Mug

Ceramic

MUG
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Best Electric Stainless Steel Lock & Seal

A lunch box is a container meant to store a 
meal for consumption.

Different Types of Photo Frame

3 Tier Tiffin 2 Layer Stainless SteelMilton Red Polypropylene

LUNCH BOX
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Dryfruit Box All In One Dryfruit Box Almonds Basket

Different Types chocolate & Dryfruit  

FERRERO ROCKER PACK OF 16 Assorted chocolatesCADBURY CELEBRATIONS

CHOCOLATES 
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Boxes

Different Types chocolate & Dryfruit  
Boxes



An Award Is Something Given To A Person, A 
Group of People, Like A Sports Team, or An 
Organization In Recognition of Their Excellence 
In A Certain Field. An Award May Be 
Accompanied By Trophy, Title, Certificate, 
Commemorative Plaque, Medal, Badge, Pin, or 
Ribbon.

AWARD / REWARD

Wooden Medal Batch

Glass FiberAcrylic
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Different Types of Trophy



Different Types of Tool

CAR TOOL KIT

A toolbox (also called toolkit, tool chest or 
workbox) is a box to organize, carry, and 
protect the owner's tools. They could be used 
for trade, a hobby or DIY, and their contents 
vary with the craft of the owner.

8 In 1 Spray Gun

Snap N Grip Tool

Tool Kit

medal Electronic Scale

Foot Pump
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Daily Use

Measurement Ruler

Measuring Tape

Right Angle Tool Multi Tool

Mobile Repair

Different Types of Tool

CAR TOOL KIT

A toolbox (also called toolkit, tool chest or 
workbox) is a box to organize, carry, and 
protect the owner's tools. They could be used 
for trade, a hobby or DIY, and their contents 
vary with the craft of the owner.
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T-Shirt

A toolbox (also called toolkit, tool chest or 
workbox) is a box to organize, carry, and 
protect the owner's tools. They could be used 
for trade, a hobby or DIY, and their contents 
vary with the craft of the owner.

Hoodies

Dri - fit Collar

Dri - Sit Sublimationa

Dri - Fit Round Neck Promotional T- Shirt

POLO T- Shirt
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Garden Full Printed

Different Types of Umbrella

KargilGolf 

Promotional Umbrella
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Two Fold



Different Types of Corporate Gift

A gift or a present is an item given to someone 
without the expectation of payment or 
anything in return. An item is not a gift if that 
item is already owned by the one to whom it is 
given. Although gift-giving might involve an 
expectation of reciprocity, a gift is meant to be 
free.

Leather Gift SetCombo

Stand

Calculator And Pen Diary

Pen Dairy

CORPORATE GIFT
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Stationery ItemAir Freshener Gift Card

Different Types of Corporate Gift

A gift or a present is an item given to someone 
without the expectation of payment or 
anything in return. An item is not a gift if that 
item is already owned by the one to whom it is 
given. Although gift-giving might involve an 
expectation of reciprocity, a gift is meant to be 
free.

PerfumeUmbrella Bottle Gourmet Gift Baskets

CORPORATE GIFT
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BedsheetsTea Set

Kitchen & Bedroom  
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Dinner SetDinner Set Tea Set

Bedsheets

A gift or a present is an item given to someone 
without the expectation of payment or 
anything in return. An item is not a gift if that 
item is already owned by the one to whom it is 
given. Although gift-giving might involve an 
expectation of reciprocity, a gift is meant to be 
free.
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